
EE16A
Linear Transformations



Admin

• First imaging lab with hardware!
• Keep on top of your homework 
• If you’re lost, go to office hours



Summary: equivalent statements

• Ax=b has a unique solution
• The columns of A are linearly independent
• A is invertible
• Every column in any row echelon form has a pivot
• Row reduced echelon form of A leads to identity matrix



Proofs are hard! Here’s some tips:
1) Write out the statement precisely in mathematical 

terms/equations
- note the direction of implication (“if” ”then”)

2) Try a simple example to see if you can find a pattern

- scribble, doodle, try weird things
- write out related theorems, definitions

3) Manipulate both sides to see what goes in the “middle” 

- simplify complex notation
- justify each step!

4) Know the different styles of proofs you can try:

- constructive proofs
- proofs by contradiction









Conservative system means 
no water is lost or gained.



Graph Representation
Ex: Reservoirs and Pumps

A

B

C

I have 3 reservoirs: A,B,C
and I want to keep track of how 
much water is in each 

When I turn on some pumps, water 
moves between the reservoirs.

Where the water moves and what 
fraction is represented by arrows.

1/2half the water in A moves to B 1/2

1/3

Where does the rest of the water in A go? Need to label that too…

1/2
half the water in A stays in A

1/3

1/6

2/3

Can you tell me how much water in each after pumps start? Need to know initial amounts

Nodes

Edges

“directed” graph because 
arrows have a direction

Edge weights
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